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INTRODUCTION 
This paper originated from an attempt to understand through 
generalization certain notions and constructions of differential algebra. The 
algebra of differential operators on a differential field has a natural 
coalgebra structure, which almost makes it into a bialgebra. By considering 
this structure abstractly, one can study certain questions of differential 
algebra in somewhat greater generality. In particular, the differential formal 
groups of Ritt and the differential algebraic groups of Ritt, Kolchin, and 
their school admit natural generalizations to our setting. 
In section one, we define the notion of a K/k-bialgebra and present some 
examples. As well as the algebra of differential operators mentioned above, 
these include the algebra formed by the differentiation operators 
P%aoT and also the polynomial algebra in the Frobenius. We also 
introduce here the notion of a K/k-Hopf algebra, which agrees with the 
usual notion of Hopf algebra when K = k. 
In Section 2, we show (Theorem 1) that a pointed K/k-bialgebra is a 
K/k-Hopf algebra iff its grouplike elements form a group. In Section 3, our 
Theorem 2 generalizes and provides a more conceptual proof of a result 
used by B. Weisfeiler in his study of the differential formal groups of Ritt. 
Section 4 contains the proof of the analogues of B. Kostant’s structure 
theorems for co-commutative pointed Hopf algebras. Specifically, we show 
in Theorem 3 that a co-commutative pointed K/k-Hopf algebra is the semi- 
direct product as a K/k-Hopf algebra of a pointed irreducible K/k-Hopf 
algebra and a group algebra; moreover (Theorem 4) if characteristic k = 0, 
then a pointed irreducible co-commutative K/k-Hopf algebra is the 
enveloping algebra of its K/k-Lie algebra of primitives. 
Let us now relate our work to that of other authors. The algebras of dif- 
ferential operators have a long history; an interesting version for charac- 
teristic p>O was introduced in 133 and [7]. (See our Example 3.) The 
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algebraic study of rings of differential operators was launched by J. F. Ritt 
in the thirties. (See, e.g., E. Kolchin, Differential algebra and algebraic 
groups, Academic Press, New York, 1983.) Ritt also started the algebraic 
study of twisted group rings over fields. (See, e.g., R. M. Cohn, Difference 
algebra, Interscience Publications, New York, 1965.) The “mixed” case 
(which we call below a K/k-algebra) was known in the thirties as well. The 
rings of such type were studied abstractly by N. Jacobson (Theory of rings, 
Chap. 3); his base ring was not assumed to be commutative. For K/k- 
algebras over a field the existence of a bialgebra structure was often 
implicit, evinced by actions on tensor products and homomorphisms over 
K. See A. Biatynicki-Birula, (Amer. J. Math. 84 (1962) 286-300) and 
G. Rinehart (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 108 (1983), 195222). Rinehart 
proved a Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for algebras of differential 
operators; M. Sweedler [S, p. 2271 explains the relation between this type 
of result and the type of our similar Theorem 4. 
The explicit study of K/k-bialgebras was started, to the best of our 
knowledge, by D. Winter (Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 80 ( 1974), 506512), and 
then taken up by M. Sweedler (Pub/. Math. ZHES 44 (1975), 79-189) and 
by M. Takeuchi (J. Math. Sot. Jupa~ 29 (1977), 4599492). Some of our 
constructions have also been considered before, although sometimes in dif- 
ferent settings. In particular, our Definition 2 is close to that of 
M. Sweedler (p. 108, lot. cit.) and M. Takeuchi (p. 474, lot. cit.) Our E-map 
of Definition 4 is quite similar to Sweedler’s Y-map (pp. 122-128, lot. cit.) 
and to Takeuchi’s Ess-map (p. 483, lot. cit.). Our semi-direct product con- 
struction generalizes that of Sweedler (pp. 117, 164, lot. cit.). Our main 
result, Theorem 3, generalizes a result of B. Kostant (see 13, Preface] for 
attribution). Further bibliographic data can be found in the papers cited 
above. Finally we point out that the methods and results of the present 
paper have been used in a joint paper with B. Weisfeiler, “Differential for- 
mal groups of J. F. Ritt”, Amer. J. Math. 104 (1982), 943-1003. 
Much thanks go to Boris Weisfeiler for the many engaging discussions 
we have had on this subject, and for his constructive criticism and aid in 
the preparation of this paper. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Let F be a field. Recall that an F-algebra is an F-vector space A, together 
with F-linear maps p: A OF A -+ A and q: F --) A, such that ,U(P 0 id) = 
p(id@p): A@A@A+A, and p(id@q)=id,=p(q@id): A@F= 
A = F@ A + A. Dually, an F-coalgebra is an F-vector space C, together 
with F-linear maps A: C -+ C OF C and E: C -+ F such that (A Q id)A = 
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(id@A)d:C+C@C@C, and (~@id)A=id~=(id@~)A: C-tC. We will 
sometimes write A(c)=Cc,@c,instead of d(c)=Cci@ci, for CEC. 
An F-bialgebra is an F-algebra B which is also an F-coalgebra in such a 
way that A and E are F-algebra maps. Before introducing the generalization 
of this notion, we present a preliminary concept. 
DEFINITION 1. Let K/k be a field extension. A K/k-algebra is a k- 
algebra A, together with an identification of K with a sub-k-algebra of A. 
When we write “A is a K/k-algebra,” we mean that A is a k-algebra, and 
that K has been embedded in A. A K/k-algebra has two natural K-module 
structures, given by left and right multiplication. We will consider a K/k- 
algebra to be a K-module via feft multiplication, unless explicit assumption 
is made to the contrary. 
From now on, we will use an unsubscripted “0” to denote the tensor 
product of K-modules. 
Let A be a K/k-algebra. Note that for all x, y E A, there is a well-defined 
K-linear map R(x, y): A 0 A + A 0 A, given by R(x, y)(a @ b) = ax 0 by 
for all a, b E A. 
DEFINITION 2. Let K/k be a field extension. A K/k-bialgebra is a K/k- 
algebra B equipped with maps A: B -+B@B and E: B-+K for which the 
following conditions hold. 
(0) (B, A, E) is a K-coalgebra. 
(1) A(l)=l@l. 
(2) If A(a) = C a,@~;, and A(b) = C b,@ bj are any representations 
of A(u), A(b) for a, bE B, then A(ub)= C uibj@u:b~. 
(3) E(l)= 1. 
(4) c(ub) = E(u&(b)) for all a, b E B. 
Remark. Assume that (0) holds in the above. If (1) and (2) hold, then 
B@ B can be given a B-module structure, as follows. By (l), we have 
A(a)=a@l= 101~ for all CXEK. Thus, (2) gives us A(bol)=x b,ct@b,= 
Cb,@b,a for all bEB, c(EK. Then for all x,y,bEB, cr~K we 
have R(crx, y)(Ab) = C b,clx@b,y = R(x, y)(A(ba)) = C b,x@b+cy = 
R(x, ccy)(Ab). Thus, there is a well-defined action of B on BO B, given by 
b.(x@y)=R(x,y)(Ab) for b,x,yEB. By (l), l.(x@y)=x@y. By (2), 
we have for u,b~B, u~(b~(x@y))=u~(~b,x@b,y)=~u,b,x@ 
u2b2 y = ub (x @ y). Thus, B 0 B is B-module. Conversely, if b. (x 0 y) = 
R(x, y)(Ab) is well defined and makes B@ B into a B-module, then A( 1) = 
l.(l@l)=l@l, and for u,b as in (2) we have A(ub)=ub.(l@l)= 
u~(b~(l@l))=u~~bj~bJ=~uibjOu:b;. 
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Remark. Conditions (3) and (4) are easily seen to be equivalent to the 
requirement that K be a B-module via b. tl = ~(btl) for b E B, a E K, 
Remark. Suppose B, B’ are K/k-bialgebras, and f: B + B’ is a map of 
K/k-algebras. If for every element a of a set of k-algebra generators of B we 
have d(f(a)) = (f@f) d(a), and s(J(a)cr) = E(UCL) for all a E K, then f is a 
K/k-bialgebra map. 
Let b E B, CI, /I E K. Writing d(aj?) = CI O/J, we have by (2) that d(bcQ) = 
Cb,aQb,jl. Thus, bc@l=~~(b,cx)b2~, and so b~a$=~(ba~)= 
C c(b, a) E(b2/3) = C (b, . a)(b, . /I). In particular, the grouplike elements 
(0 # gE B: d(g) = g@ g} act as k-algebra endomorphisms of K, and the 
primitive elements (do B: d(d) = d@ 1 + 1 @d} act as k-derivations. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let K/k be a field extension. Let G be a monoid, equipped 
with a left action on K, in which the elements of G act as k-algebra 
endomorphisms of K. Write zfi for the image of M E K under the action of 
g6 G; then for CI E K, g, h E G we have (c~~)~ = ah,?. Let k[G] be the monoid 
algebra on G over k. Then K[G] = K Ok k[G] has a semidirect product 
algebra structure, given by (a@ g)(b@h) = rxfi”@ gh for all t(, DE K, g, 
h E G. With a E K identified with a@ 1 E K[G], K[G] becomes a K/k- 
algebra. We will further identify ge G with 1 @ gG K[G]. 
It is easy to check that the K-linear maps A: K[G] + K[G] 0 K[G] and 
&:K[G]+K defined (resp.) by d(g)=g@g and s(g)=1 for all geG 
make K[G] into a K/k-bialgebra, which we call the twisted monoid 
algebra. A well-known example is the polynomial algebra K[F] in the 
Frobenius F, defined for fields of characteristic p > 0 by F(E) = xp, all u E K. 
The grouplikes of any K/k-bialgebra span a twisted monoid algebra, with 
c(” = g. CI = s( gcr) for g grouplike, a E K. 
Let K/k be a field extension. Recall that the set Der,(K) of k-derivations 
of K is a K-vector space, and also a k-Lie algebra under commutation. 
DEFINITION 3. A K/k-Lie algebra is a K-vector space D which is also a 
k-Lie algebra, equipped with a map a: D + Der,(K) of K-vector spaces and 
k-Lie algebras with [x, cry] = a(x)(cr)r + a[x, y] for c( E K, x, y E K. 
We will write a,(~) or [x, a] for d(x)(~). Note that a K-Lie algebra is 
the same thing as a K/k-Lie algebra with d = 0. 
We note that the primitive elements D of a K/k-bialgebra B form a K/k- 
Lie algebra. The k-Lie structure is given by the usual algebra commutation; 
the map a is given by a,(a) = x. c( = &(~a) for all x E D, u E K. It is easy to 
show (Proposition 2) that xa - CLX = E(XCI - crx)l; thus, [x, a] = XCI - CIX = 
c(xa - ctx)l = E(xcr)l = a,(a)l. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let D be a K/k-Lie albegra. Write the action of K on D as 
(~1, d) -+ 01. d, for c( E K, d E D. Let K[D] be the associative algebra 
generated by K and D, with relations d, d, - d2d, = [d,, d2] for all 
d,,d,eD, ad=cc.d for cr~K, dED, and dcr=ctd+a,(a) for UEK, dED. 
Then K[D] is a K/k-algebra. (If 8 = 0, then K[D] is the universal envelop- 
ing algebra of the K-Lie algebra D.) 
A routine computation shows that for de D, there is well-defined k- 
endomorphism of K[D] 0 K[D], given by d. (x 0 y) = dx 0 y + x @ dy for 
all x, y E K[D]. This action satisfies the relations given above, and thus 
defines a left K[D]-module structure on K[D] @ K[D]. For h E K[D], 
define d(b) = b. (10 1); then A is a K[ D]-module map. Now K[D] 0 
K[D]@K[D] is also a K[D]-module, with d(x@y@z)=dx@y@z+ 
x@dy@z+x@y@dz for dED, x, y, z E K[D]. It is easy to check that 
A 0 id and id@ A are K[D]-module maps from K[D] 0 K[D] to K[D] @ 
K[D] @ K[D]. Then for x E K[ D], we have (A @ id) A(x) = (A @ id)x . 
(101) = x.(A@id)(lOl) = x.(l@l@l) = x.((id@A)(l@l)) = 
(id@ A) A(x). Thus, A is co-associative. 
The action of D on K given by d. x = a,(a) for d E D, z E K extends to a 
K[D]-module structure on K. Now define a K[D]-module map 
E: K[D] + K by: I = h. 1 for h E K[D]. The assignment (x, y) + Ed 
for all x, ,r E K[D] defines a K[D]-module map F: K[D] @ 
K[D] -+ K[D]. Then for hi K[D] we have C s(h,)h,= F(A(h)) = 
F(b. (1 @ 1)) = bF(1 @ 1) = hl =h. Similarly, x s(h,)h, = h for all hi K[D], 
and we have shown that K[D] is a K-coalgebra. 
Conditions (3) and (4) of Definition 2 hold, since e is a K[D]-module 
map. A routine check shows that for x, y E K[D], the map 
R(x, y): K[D] 0 K[D] -+ K[D] 0 K[D] is a K[D]-module map. Then for 
~EK[D] we haveCh,xOh,I’=R(.u,y)(h.(101))=h,R(x,y)(101)= 
h. (x0 y). This verifies conditions (1) and (2). Thus K[D] is a K/k- 
bialgebra, which we call the algebra of differential operators defined by D. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let k be a field. Define linear operators (?c”7},,,0 on k[x] 
by. a[Hl(x4) = (Y)ymn for all q, n 2 0. (If characteristic k = 0, then acnl = 
( lin!)(a[‘l)n.) fhese operators satisfy aCnl(fg) = Ci+,zn ari7(f) a[jl( g), all 
n, all f; g E k[x]. There is a unique extension of this family of operators to 
a family of operators on k(x) satisfying the same identity. 
Now write K=k(x). Let (dC”l},~o be the basis of a K-coalgebra B, with 
Aa[“l=C,+,=.acilOac’l and &(a[“])=6 n.0. Identify K with Karol; con- 
sider B as a left K-module. Make B into a k-algebra by decreeing 
a[“1 aCml= (n;m) i, [n+ml for n,m30, and ar~]a=Ci+,=.acil(,)aril for 
all n 2 0, all CI E K. Then B is a K/k-bialgebra, which we call the algebra of 
differentiation operators on k(x). 
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We now wish to formalize the additional “Hopf’ structure possessed by 
some of these examples. Recall that a K-Hopf algebra is a K-bialgebra B 
equipped with a K-linear map S: B + B satisfying C S(b,)b, = s(b)1 = 
C bi S(b,) for all bE B; S is called the antipode. It is not clear that an 
algebra of differential operators need have a map which could play the role 
of an antipode. Instead, we will assume the existence of a map E which, if B 
were a K-Hopf algebra with antipode S, would correspond to the map 
b+zb6,QSb,. 
We will need another tensor product. Now a K/k-algebra A is a (K, K)- 
bimodule via left and right multiplication. We will use “0,” to indicate 
that we are using this K-structure on A to form the tensor product; recall 
that we have reserved “0” to indicate the use of the left K-module struc- 
ture.Thusfora,bEA,aEK,wehaveaaO.h=aO,abinAO,A.Wesee 
that the multiplication map p: A Ok A -+ A factors to give a map which we 
also write ,u: A 0, A -+ A. 
Note that A 0, A has an A-bimodule structure, given by a(x 0, y)b = 
ax Q, yb for all a, x, y, bE A. 
DEFINITION 4. Let B be a K/k-bialgebra. An antiproduct for B is an 
additive map E: B -+ B Or B such that for all b E B and c1 E K we have 
(EO) E(ctb) = c&(b) = E(b)cc 
(El) CE(b,)bz=b 0, 1 
(E2) (idOE) d(b) = (A 0 id) E(b) 
(E3) pE(b) = e(b)l. 
DEFINITION 5. A K/k-Hopf algebra is a K/k-bialgebra equipped with an 
antiproduct. 
When E is an antiproduct for B, we will write E(b) = C E,(b) 0, E,(b) 
for b E B, instead of E(b) = C hi 0, bj, some b,, b/g B. 
Let us deduce another property of an antiproduct E. Applying idO& to 
(El) we have b=x E,(b,) E(E2(b,)bZ) = 1 E,(b,) E(EZ(bI) E(b*)). Since 
b=C&(b,)b,, we have by (EO) that E(b)=CE(b,)e(b,) = CE,(b,) 0, 
E(b,) E(bz). Applying id@&, we deduce 
(E4) 1 E,(b) d&(b)) = b for all b E B. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let B be a K-bialgebra. Then B is a K/K-Hopf algebra 
iff B is a K-Hopf algebra. If B has antipode S and antiproduct E, then 
E= (id@ S)A. 
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Proof. If B is a K-Hopf algebra with antipode S, then one readily uses 
the standard properties [5, Proposition 4.0.1, p. 741 of the antipode to 
verify that E = (id@ S)d is an antiproduct. Conversely, suppose that B has 
an antiproduct E. Define S: B --t B by: S(b) = C c(El(b)) E,(b) for all b E B. 
Applying E 0 id to the relation (El), we obtain C S(b,)b, = e(b)1 for all 
be B. Applying id@&@ id to (E2), we find C b, @ S(b,) = E(b). Then (E3) 
gives us that C b,S(b,) = E(b)l. Thus, S is an antipode. Since a Hopf 
algebra has a unique antipode, the last assertion of the proposition 
follows. 1 
Consider the twisted monoid algebra K[G] of Example 1. If G is a 
group, then K[G] is a K/k-Hopf algebra, with E(g) = g 0, g- ’ for all 
g E G. Conversely, we will show (Proposition 3) that if K[G] is a K/k-Hopf 
algebra, then G is a group and E is given by the above formula. 
We will not show directly that the K/k-bialgebras of Example 2 and 
Example 3 are K/k-Hopf algebras, since this is a consequence of our 
Theorem 1. 
2. POINTED K/k-&ALGEBRAS 
Recall that a K-coalgebra C is called pointed if every subcoalgebra of C 
contains a grouplike element. Let G = G(C) denote the set of grouplike 
elements of C. When C is pointed, the span of the elements of G is the 
“coradical” of C, denoted by C,. C, is clearly a subcoalgebra. By [S, 
Chap. IX], C has an increasing filtration {C,} of subcoalgebras, defined 
inductively by C,,= {xEC:~(X)EC~@C+COC,~,}. We have 
C=lJ,C,, and ~C,,CC:=,C~OC,~~. 
For grouplike elements g, h E C and n 3 1, define Cn,R,h = 
{xEC,:d(x)ExOg+hOx+C,_,OC,_,). By [6, Proposition21 we 
have C, = CR,h t G C,,+. Indeed, write C, = C, ~, 0 T for some subspace T 
of C,. Since TX CJC, 1 is a C,-bicomodule, we have T = @R,hE G TR,hr 
where Tg3h = (xET:d(x)Ex@g+h@x+C,,m,OC,~,). See [6] for the 
details, 
PROPOSITION 2. Let B be a pointed K/k-bialgebra, and G its set of 
grouplikes. Let g, h E G, and n >, 1. Then if x E B,,,,,\B, ~~, and a E K, we 
have ag = ah, and aKx - xa E B,- , . 
Proof. By induction on n. Write d(x) = x 0 g + h 0 x + C xi@ x(, with 
x,, X:E B, -,. We have d(ax)=x@ag+hOax+Cxi@ax;, and d(xcr)= 
x@ga+h@xa+Cxi@xja. Since gcc=orgg, we have d(crx-xa)= 
~@(a-aa”)g+h@(ax-xa)+Cxi@(axj-xja). Applying idOE, we find 
ax-xa=(a-ag)x+E(ax-xa)h+x&(axi-x;a)xi. Thus, a”x-xa= 
E(ax - xa)h + C c(ax: - x:a)x, E B, ~, . 
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A similar calculation, applying tl to the left factor, yields ahx -XXCI = 
&(aX-xa)g+~&(aXi-xX,a)X;EB,~,. Subtracting, we deduce 
(ah-ag)x~Bnpl. Since x$B,-,, we have gR=ah. 1 
Note that, in particular, we have shown B, KS B,. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let H be a K/k-Hops algebra with antiproduct E. Let 
g E H be grouplike. Then g is invertible, g I is grouplike, and E(g) = 
g 0, g-l. 
Proof Write E(g) = Cr=, a, 0, b,, wtih (ai} (right) linearly indepen- 
dent. By property (El ) of the antiproduct, we have C;=, ai 0, b, g = 
g Or 1. Then n = 1 by linear independence. By (E4), we have g = a, s(b, ). 
Wemayassume&(hl)=1.NowwehaveE(g)=g0.b,,andgO,b,g= 
g 0, 1. Thus, 6, g= 1. Now (E3) gives us gb, = 1. Thus b, = g- *, and 
E(g)=gO,g~-‘. 
In any K/k-bialgebra, the inverse of a grouplike element is grouplike. 
Indeed, if a grouplike element g is invertible, we have g-’ @ g -~’ = 
Ng-‘3 g-‘)(41)) = &-‘3 g-‘)(d(g-‘)&g)) = ~(g-‘~g-‘)(Ng~ 8) 
4g-‘1) = 4g-‘). I 
It follows from Proposition 3 that a K/k-bialgebra B can have an 
antiproduct only if G(B) forms a group. We will show that if B is pointed, 
then this condition is sufficient. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let B be a pointed K/k-hialgebra. Assume that G = G(B) 
forms a group. Then there exists a unique additive map E: B + B 0, B 
satisfying 
(0) E(g)=g@,g-‘foralIgEG. 
(1) E(crb) = aE(b) = E(b)cr for all b E B, c1 E K. 
(2) CE(b,)b,=b@,lforallbEB. 
Proof It is clear that E exists and is unique on B, = KG. We proceed 
by induction. Suppose that E exists and is unique on B, ~, . 
Let T be a vector-space complement of B, ~, in B,. Then T= 
0 g,hEGTg,h, where T,,,={bET:A(b)-bag-hObEB,~,@B,_,}. For 
b E T,,h > writeA(b)=b@g+h@b+~bi@b~,wherebi,b/~B,-1.1f(2)is 
to hold, we must have b@.l=E(b)g+h@,h~‘b+CE(b,)bj. Thus 
E(b)=b 0, g-‘-h @,h~-‘bg-‘-C E(b,)bjg--‘. Since E satisfies (1) on 
B n-17 there is a well-defined additive map from B,- 1 @ B, _ 1 to B 0, B 
sending each x@~EB,_,@B,_, to E(x)y. Thus the expression 
b 0, gg’-h@h-‘bg-I-C E(bi) big-’ does not depend upon our choice 
of representation of A(b), and defines the unique additive extension of E to 
B, which satisfies (2). We must show that (1) holds. 
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Let cr~K. We have d(crb)=abOg+ahOb+Cab,obl. Thus E(clb)= 
ctb 0, g-’ - cth 0, hh’bg-’ -C E(ab,) big-‘. By induction, we have 
E(ab,) = crE(b,); thus, E(aB) = aE(b). Note that we also have by induction 
that E(ab)=ab@,g-‘-h@,h- ‘olbg-‘-CE(b,)abjg-‘. 
Now A(ab)=b@olg+h@ab+Cb,~ab~, and A(ba”-‘)=bOgo!“-‘+ 
h@b& +Cbi@b,!clRm’. Since gCrg =ag, we have A(crb-haRmi)= 
h@(ctb-bag~‘)+~bi@(crb~-b,W’). Thus, by (2) we have 
@b-b&’ )@,l=h@,hV(crb-bcr”-‘)+CE(b,)(crb(-b:a”-I). This 
gives ab 0, l-ah 0, hh’crb-CE(b,)ab,! = b Q, cxRm’-h@,hp’baRm’ 
-C E(b,) b&. By multiplying on the right by g ‘, and using aR”g-’ = 
g-la, we obtain E(ab) = E(b)@. 1 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a pointed K/k-hialgebra. Then B is a K/k-Hopf 
algebra iff every grouplike element of B is invertible. In this case, the 
antiproduct of B is unique. 
Proof By Proposition 3, B is a K/k-Hopf algebra only if G(B) is a 
group. By Proposition 4, the antiproduct is unique, if it exists. It remains to 
show that the map E of Proposition 4 is an antiproduct. We have that E 
satisfies conditions (EO) and (El) of the definition. 
As it is clear that (E2) and (E3) hold on B,, we proceed by induction. 
Let b E B,,,,, , for n>l, g,hEG. Write A(b)=b@g+h@b+Cbi@b:, 
where b;, b(E B,m ,. Then E(b)=b@,g-‘-h&h-‘bgg- 
~E(b,)b~g-‘.So,(AOid)E(b)=~b,Ob,O.g-’-hOh0.h-’bg~~‘- 
C(AOid) E(b;) b,fg-‘. 
Now CA(b,)@b: = (A@id)(A(b)-b@g-h@b) = Cb’@bz@b,- 
2 b, 0 b, 0 g-h 0 h 0 6. By induction, we have (id@ E) A(b,) = 
(ABid) E(b,), for all i. Thus, C AE’(b,) @,E,(bi) big-’ = C b’@ 
E(b,)b,g-’ - Cb,OE(b,) - h@h@,h-‘bg-’ = Cb,@b,@,g-’ - 
C b’ @ E(b,) - h @ h 0, hh’bgg’ by Proposition 4 (2). Substituting back, 
we have (d @id) E(b) = C b, @ E(b,) = (id@ E) A(b), and we have 
verified (E2). 
By applying E @ id to the relation A(b) = b @ g + h @ b + C bi@ b,!, we 
deduce that 0 = E(b) g + C E(b;) bj. Since E(b)=b@,g-‘- 
h 0, h -‘bg-’ -z E(bi) big-‘, we have by induction that uE(b) = bg-’ - 
bg-’ - C4bJblg ’ = .s(b)l. Thus (E3) holds, and E is an 
antiproduct. 1 
We will now deduce two additional properties of the antiproduct of a 
pointed K/k-Hopf algebra B. 
Note that by (EO), an antiproduct for a K/k-bialgebra B takes values in 
Z = {z E B Or B: CIZ = za for all a E K}. For each z E Z, there is map M(z): 
BO.B~BO.BdefinedbyM(z)(xO,y)=xzyforallx,y~B.Itiseasy 
to check that M(Z)(Z)cZ, and that the definition z’w= M(w)(z) for 
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z, w  E 2 gives 2 a k-algebra structure. (Despite our misleading notation, 2 
is only a K/k-algebra, not a K-algebra.) 
We will show that when B is pointed, E is a K/k-algebra map from B to 
Z. Our first result is preliminary. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let B be a pointed K/k-Hopf algebra, and E its 
antiproduct. Then for all u, v E G(B) and b E B, we have E(ubv) = 
C uE’(b)v 0, v-‘E,(b)&. 
Proof: As usual, this is clear for b E B,. So take b E Bn,R,h, n 2 1, and 
write A(b)=b@g+h@b+Cbi@b:, with bi,blEB,, ..,. Then E(b)= 
b&g-‘-h&h-‘bg ’ - CE(b,)b;g-‘. 
Now d( ubv) = ubv 0 ugv + uhv @ ubv + C ubiu @ ubj v. Using our induc- 
tive hypothesis, we have E(ubv) = ubv @rv-‘gp’u-’ - uhv 0, 
v-‘h-‘u -‘ubuv-‘g-‘u ’ - C uE’(b;)v 0, u ‘E,(bi) u-‘ubjvv~ ‘g-‘u-’ = 
ubo 0, v -‘g- ‘I.-’ - uhv @,v ‘he ‘bg ‘u-’ - C uE,(b,)v Or 
v-‘E,(bJ b;g-‘u ’ = C uE,(b)v 0,. v-‘E,(b)&. 1 
PROPOSITION 6. Let B be a pointed K/k-Hopf algebra with antiproduct E. 
Then for all 6, c E B we have 
(E5) E(k) =C E,(b) E,(c) 0, b(c) E,(b) = E(b) E(c). 
ProoJ: Equation (E5) holds for b E B, or c E B, by Proposition 5. So 
assume b E B,,+ and c E B,,,,-, where n, m 3 1 and g, h, e, f are grouplike. 
Write A(b)=b@g+h@b+Cbi@bj, and A(c)=c@e+f@c+ 
C~~Qc~,whereb~,bj~B,~~~,andc,,c~~B,_,.WehaveE(b)=bO,g-’ 
- h 0, h-‘bg-’ - C E(b;)b:g-‘. Thus, E(b) E(c) = bE(c)g-’ - 
hE(c) h-‘bg-’ - C E,(b,) E,(c) 0, E*(c) E,(bJ big-’ = bE(c)g ~’ - 
hE(c) h-‘bg-’ - C E(b,c) bjg-’ by induction. 
Now A(bc)=bc@ge+hf@bc+l$@gc+hc@be + zbc,@gc,! + 
Chcj@bc; + Cb,f@b:c + Cb,c@b:e + Cb,c,@b/cl. Thus, E(bc) = 
bc@,e-‘g-‘-hf @,f-‘h-‘bee--‘g-‘-E(bf) gcec’g-’ -E(hc)bg--’ 
- C E(bc,) gc,! e-‘g~ ’ - C E(hcj) bc,!e ‘g- ’ - C E(b;f) b:ce-‘g-’ 
- C E(bic) big-’ - C E(b,ci) b:c; e ~ ‘g- ‘. By induction, we have 
C E(bc,) gc,! e.-‘g-’ = C E(b) E(c,) gc; e-‘g-’ = C bE(cj) c; e-‘g-’ - 
C hE(c,) h-‘bci e-‘g-’ - x E(bicj) bicl e-‘g-‘. Also, E(bf) gee-‘g-’ 
= bf 0, f -Ice-‘g-’ - hf 0, f -‘h-‘bee-‘g-’ - C E(bif) bjce-‘g-‘. 
Substituting back, we have E(bc) = bc @,e-‘g-’ - bf @,f -Ice-‘g-’ 
-E(hc) bg-‘-CbE(c,) c/e-‘g-’ - C E(b,c)bjg-’ = bE(c)g-’ - 
hE(c) h-‘bg-’ - C E(b,c) b(g-’ = E(b) E(c). 1 
Let C be a coalgebra. Let Cop be the opposite coalgebra; thus C= Cop as 
vector spaces, and sop = E, but Aop = T.A, where T=CQC+C@Cis the 
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twist map. For c E Cop, we write d”P(c) =C c,@cl. (At this point we 
should recall that C is called co-commutative if A = Aop.) 
If B is a K/k-bialgebra, then BaP (with the same multiplication) is also a 
K/k-bialgebra. If B is pointed, then B Op is pointed as well. It is clear from 
Theorem 1 that, in this case, B is a K/k-Hopf algebra iff BoP is. If F is an 
antiproduct for Bop, then h 0, 1 =C F(b,)b, for all bE B. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let B be a pointed K/k-Hopf algebra. Let E be the 
antiproduct of B, and F the antiproduct of BoP. Then 
(E6) (E@id)A=(id@F)E:B-rB@,B@,B. 
Proof. By induction, the case b E B, being clear. Take b E Bn,R,hr 
with n>l, and g,hEG(B). Write A(b)=b@g+h@g+h@b+Cbi@b(, 
with b,, b:E B,_ ,. We have (idOF) E(b) = (idOF)(b 0, g-’ -h 0, 
h-‘bg-’ - C E(b,) big -‘) = b 0, gg’ 0, g-h 0, F(hh’bgg’)(idOE) 
CE(b,) b; g- ‘. 
Now (id@ F) CE(b,) big.-’ = C E,(bi) 0, F(E,(b;) big-‘) = 
C E,(bi) 0, F1(E2(bi)) F,(bj)gp’ 0, gFz(bi) Fd&(b,)) by (E5). BY induc- 
tion, C E,(Y) 0, FI(E2(~)) 0, F2(E2(y)) = C EI(YI) 0, -MYI) 0, ~2 
for all ~EB,~,. We have Cb;@b: = Cbl@b, - bOg - hOb. 
Thus, CA(b,)@b; = Cb,Ob,Ob, - ~b,Ob,@g - h@h@b. 
Thus (using the b,‘s for y) we have (id@F)CE(b,) b:g-’ = 
CE,(b,) Or Mb,) F,(b)g- @3,@‘2(b,)b, - CE,(b,) O.&(b,) O,b, 
- hO,h ‘F,(b)g-’ 0, gF,(bV = CE,(b,)O,E,(b,) b,g-‘C&g - 
CE(b,)O,b,-hO,F(h-‘bg ‘)=bO,g ‘C3,g-~:E(b,)O,b,- 
h 0, F(h ‘bg- ‘). Substituting back yields (id@ F) E(b) = x E(b,) 0, b, 
= (E@id) A(b). 1 
3. AN ASSOCIATIVITY THEOREM 
Let B be a K/k-Hopf algebra, M, N left B-modules. If the antiproduct E 
of B satisfies (E5) then Hom,(M, N) has a left B-module structure, given 
by (bqS)(m) = C E,(b) #(E,(b)???) for b E B, 4 E Hom,(M, N), m E M. 
Let A c B be K/k-Hopf algebras, with antiproducts satisfying (E5). Let I/ 
be a left A-module, W a left B-module. Then U = B Qa V is a left B- 
module via b . (6’ @ u) = bb’ @ u for b, b’ E B, VE v. U’ z 
Hom,(B, Hom,( V, IV)) is a left B-module via (bqS)(b’) = #(b’b) for b, b’ E B, 
q4 E U’. Let us write U* for the left B-module Hom,( U, IV), and V* for 
Hom,( V, W). 
THEOREM 2. In the above situation, suppose that AoP and BoP are also 
K/k-Hopf algebras, and that all antiproducts satisfy (E5) and (E6). Then 
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there is an isomorphism *: iJ* + u’ of B-modules, given by &(b)(v) = 
(b$)(l@v)for all $E U*, bEB, DE V. 
ProojI (i) $ E u’. It is clear that $(b) E V* for all b E B. For a E A, b E B, 
VE V we have (&b))(v) = C E,(a) $(b)(E2(a)v) = C E,(a)(W) 
(lOWa)v) = CEl(a) E,(b) +(E2(b) 0 E2(ab) = GE,(a) E,(b) 
W2(b)E2(a) 0 0) = C E,(ab) cl/(E,(ab) 0 0) = (ub$)(l 0 u) = $(d)(v). 
Thus, $ is A-linear. 
(ii) A is a B-module map. For 6, b’ E B, $ E U*, v E V we have 
(b$)(b’)(v)= (b’b$)(l Ov) = $(b’b)(v) = (b$)(b’)(v). Thus, * is a B- 
module map. 
To show that* is an isomorphism, we will construct its inverse. Given 
i E Hom,(B, Hom,( V, IV)), we would like to define TE Hom,( B OA V, W) 
with ~(b@v)=CF,(b)<(F,(b))v for all bEB, VE V. 
(iii) TE Hom,(B Oa V, W). We must show that the assignment (6, v) -+ 
C F,(b) [(F,(b))v for b E B, v E V is A-bilinear. For a E A we have (bu, v) -+ 
C F,(ba) W2;z(ba)b = C F,(b) J’,(a) W2(a) F2(b))v = C F,(b) F,(a) 
C(FAa) i(FAb)lv = Z f’,(b) J’,(a) E,(F,(a)) i@‘,(b)) &(F,(a))u = 
C F,(b) F,(a,) FAa,) W2(b)) a2v (by 035)) = C F,(b) ~(a,) 1V’Ab)) 4~ 
= C F,(b) [(F,(b))uv. Since (6, au) -+ C F,(b) [(F,(b))uv, our definition 
of r” makes sense. Since F is K-linear, i is K-linear. 
(iv) $=$ for all $EU*. For bEB, VE V we have $(b@v)= 
C F,(b) $MWv = C F,(b)C(F,(bM)(l 0 ~11 = C F,(b) E,(F2(b)) 
II/(UF,(b))Ovl = CF,(b,) FAb,) $(b,Ov) = C4bx) IC/(hOv) = 
$(b@v). Thus $=$. 
(v) r=[ for all [EC!‘. For bEB, VE Vwe have r(b)(v) = (br)(l@v) = 
C E,(b) 8&(b)CW = C E,(b) F,(&(b)) i~Fz(Ub))b = C E,(h) 
&(b,) i(b2)v = C db,) i(b,)v = i(bb Thus r= i. I 
B Oa V is called the B-module induced by the A-module V; Hom,(B, V) 
is called the B-module produced by V. Thus, the above theorem, when 
W = K, says that the dual of the module induced by V is isomorphic to the 
module produced by the dual of V. This generalizes a result [ 1, 
Proposition 1, p. 4581 of Blattner. 
4. SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS AND THE STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
Let B be a K/k-bialgebra, H a k-bialgebra. Note that B Ok H= 
B OK (K Ok H) has a natural K-coalgebra structure. Suppose that B is a 
left H-module. If for all he H, a, bE B we have h. 1 =c(h)l, and h.ub= 
C(h, . u)(h, . b), then B is called an H-module algebra. In this case, B Ok H 
has a K/k-algebra structure, given by (a @ g)(b @ h) = C a( g, . b) 0 g,h, 
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for a, b E B and g, h E H. We will write B Qk H = BH, identifying B with 
B@l, and H with l@H. 
When BH is a K/k-bialgebra, it is called the semidirect product of B and 
H (see [8, p. 1881). We now make assumptions ensuring this. 
If we assume that E(h. 6) =~(h.s(b)) for all hE H, be B, then I = 
E(XE( y)) for all x, y E BH. 
Suppose that H is cocommutative, and H. KE K. For h E H, x, y E B, 
define h.(x,y)=Ch,.x@h,.yEB@B. Then for CYCZK, we have 
h.(x,ay)=Ch,.x@h,.cry = Ch,.xO(h,.cl)(h,.y) = C(h,.a)(h,.x) 
Q h,. y = C(h, .cr)(h,.x) @ h,. y = 1 h, ‘ax 0 h,. y = h. (ax, y). 
Thus, B@ B is an H-module. Suppose that A: B -+ B @ B is an H-module 
map. Then for bE B, hE H we have A(hb) =A(C(h, b)h,) = C(h, . b,) 
h,@(hZ.bz)h4 = C(h,.b,)h,O(h,.b,)h,=C h,b,@h,b,. It follows that 
BH is a K/k-bialgebra. 
This construction generalizes our Example 1, the twisted monoid 
algebra, which is the semidirect product of K and k[G]. Observe that if B 
is any K/k-bialgebra whose grouplike elements form a group G, then B is a 
k[G]-module algebra with G acting via g. b = gbg-’ for all g E G, b E B; 
moreover, this action satisfies the extra conditions of the previous 
paragraphs. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let B be a K/k-Hopf algebra, and H a co-commutative 
k-Hopf algebra. Suppose that B is an H-module algebra, with H. KC_ K, 
E(h . b) = &(he(b)) and A(h . b) = C h, . 6, 0 h, . b, for all h E H, b E B. Then 
the semidirect product B Q k H = BH of B and H is a K/k-Hopf algebra, with 
antiproduct extending that of B and of H. 
ProofI We would like to define our map E: BH -+ BH 0, BH by the 
formula E(bh)=C E,(b)h, 0, S(h,) E,(b) for all be B and h6 H. We must 
verify that for each h E H, the map (x, y) -+ 1 xh, 0, S(h,)y delines a map 
from B@,B to BH@,BH. For x,y~B and olgK, we have (x,~y) + 
X xh, 0, W&y = Cxh, 0, (S(h,).a) S(h,)y = C xh,(S(h,).a) 0, 
W,)y = Cx(h,.(Sh,.a))h, Q,S(UY = Cx(h,%.a) h, Or S(kdy 
= C x(&(h,). c() h, 0, S(h,)y = C xah, 0, S(h,)y. Since this is the image 
of (xa, y), our map is well defined, and the formula above gives us a map E 
extending the antiproducts of B and of H. We must verify that E is an 
antiproduct. We will omit further checks that our expressions are well 
defined. For CIE K, bE B, hE H, we have aE(bh) = C aE,(b) 
h, 0, WdEAb) = Cell Q,Wd&(ab) = GE,(b) h, 0, S(b) 
E,(b)a by property (EO) of the antiproduct of B. Thus, E satisfies (EO). 
For b E B, hEH we have C E(b,h,) M,=C El@,) h, 0, 
S(h,) &(b,) b,h, = C bh, 0, S(h,)h, = bh 0, 1. This gives (El). We have 
(AQid)E(bh) = CE,(b),h,QE,(b),h,Q,S(h,)E,(b) = Cb,h, 0 
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E,(b,) h, 0, S(h,) E2(b2) = (id0 E) d(M), giving (E2). Finally, we have 
c El(bh) Ubh) = c E,(b) h, wd J%(b) = c E,(b) E(h) E,(b) = 
C E,(b) E,(b) s(h) = s(b) s(h)1 = s(bh)l, and E is an antiproduct. 1 
In this situation, we say that BH is the semidirect product K/k-Hopf 
algebra of B and H. Note that for be B, h E H we have z h, bS(h,) = 
C(h, . b) h,S(h,) = x(/z, .b) E(&) = h. 6; thus, the H-module action on B is 
given by “conjugation.” 
Recall that a coalgebra C is called irreducible if it has a unique minimal 
subcoalgebra. If C is a coalgebra and g E C is grouplike, write C” for the 
sum of the irreducible subcoalgebras of C which contain g. Then C” is a 
pointed irreducible coalgebra. Define P,(CR)=(CS),n(kers). If 
XEPJC”), nB 1, then by [S, Proposition 10.0.2, p. 2011 we have 
d(X)EXQg+gQX+C:~~ Pj(Cn)@P, i(CR). 
Now let B be a K/k-bialgebra, with G its set of grouplike elements. The 
proof of Proposition 2 shows that B”Kc B” for all g E G. Easy induction 
arguments show that for g, h E G we have gP,(Bh) c P,(Bgh), P,(BR)h s 
P,(Bgh), and P,(Bg) P,(Bh) c P,+,(Bgh). Thus, BgBh s Bgh. In particular, 
B’ is a sub-K/k-bialgebra. 
We now give the first Kostant structure theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let B be a pointed K/k-bialgebra, and G its set of grouplike 
elements. Assume that B = ORto BK. Then B is a K/k-Hopf algebra iff G 
forms a group. In this case, B is the semidirect product K/k-Hopf algebra of 
B’ and k[G]. 
Proof The first assertion is covered by our Theorem 1. Now suppose 
that G is a group. Our remarks above show that k[G] acts on B’ by con- 
jugation, so we can form the semidirect product bialgebra B’ Qk k[G]. It 
is easy to see that BY= B’g, and thus that the multiplication map 
B1 Ok k[G] -+ B is an isomorphism of K/k-bialgebras. (This argument is 
given in [9, p. 1863.) Note that Theorem 1 shows that B’ is a K/k-Hopf 
algebra. Since the antiproduct of a pointed K/k-Hopf algebra is mul- 
tiplicative, the formula of Proposition 8 shows that we have a K/k-Hopf 
isomorphism. fl 
Remark. By [S, Corollary 8.0.7, p. 1671, we have B= ORto Bg if B is 
pointed co-commutative. In particular, this holds if B is co-commutative 
and K is algebraically closed [ 5, Lemma 8.0.1 (c), p. 1581. We also have the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let B be a pointed K/k-bialgebra, with G its set of 
grouplike elements. Assume that G acts faithfully on K. Then B = BREG Bg. 
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Proof. Let A be the wedge [S, Chap. 91, defined for subspaces X, Y of 
B by X A Y = d -‘(X0 B + B 0 Y). The wedge operation is associative and 
distributive; note that B,=B, A B,_,. We have B,= 
c, I,..., g,m,eGKgi A Kg, A .” A &n-l, and B,nBg=Kgr\ .‘. A Kg 
(n - 1 copies). 
Note that K( g - h) s Kg A Kh. If Kg A Kh c B, for all g # h E G, then it 
follows readily by induction that B splits as indicated. 
Thus, if B does not split we can find g # h E G and x E Kg A Kh\B,. This 
condition quickly gives us d(x) E g 0 x + x @ h + B, 0 B,. But then by 
Proposition 2, G does not act faithfully. So B must split. 1 
We now set out to prove the second Kostant structure theorem, which 
characterizes pointed irreducible co-commutative K/k-bialgebras when the 
field has characteristic zero. 
Let I be a nonempty set. A multi-index is a function (x from I to the non- 
negative integers which is zero except at finitely many elements of 1. We 
can identify an element i of I with the multi-index which is 1 at i, and zero 
elsewhere. Let .f be the set of multi-indices on I. .a is a commutative 
monoid, under pointwise addition. Note that for all y ~.a, the set 
{cr~.B: tl+ /I =y for some BE.$} is finite. For tl, PE.~, define 
c1! = nit, u(i)! and (;) = a!/fl!(cr - fl)!. 
Let C be a K-vector space with basis { U,},, ,I. Define d( U,) = 
1, + B = y U, @ U,, and E( U,) = 6,, Then C becomes a coalgebra. C is called 
the divided power coalgebra on the set Z, or on the variables {U,: iE I}. 
The elements { Ui: ZE I} form a basis for the space of primitives of C. 
Suppose that the set Z is totally ordered. If ( Ui} it, is a set of elements of 
an algebra and c1 is a multi-index which is nonzero precisely at the elements 
i, < i, < ... < i, of I, then we write U” = U;,(‘l’ ... U;i’n). If the U, are 
primitive elements in a K/k-bialgebra, then A( ui’) = C, + B = j,(;) U’ @ Ufl. 
THEOREM 4. Let K/k be a field extension in characteristic zero. Let B be 
a pointed irreducible co-commutative KJk-bialgebra. Then, as a coalgehra, B 
is isomorphic to the divided power coalgebra on a K-basis for the space D of 
primitive elements of B. B is isomorphic as a K/k-hialgebra to the algebra of 
differential operators K[D]. 
Proof: Let {dijlE, be a K-basis of D. Totally order the set Z. Define a 
linear map F from the divided power coalgebra on the variables {U;: i E I) 
to B by: F( U,) = (l/cl!) da. It is easy to check that F is a coalgebra map. 
This map is bijective when restricted to the primitives of the divided power 
coalgebra and thus [S, Theorem 12.2.6, p. 263) is bijective. 
The natural K/k-algebra map K[D] + B is a K/k-bialgebra map, since it 
works correctly on generators. Since the elements 8’ of B span B over K, 
4Rl 97 2-2 
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the map is surjective. Since the elements d” of K[D] span K[D] over K but 
are mapped to K-linearly independent elements of B, the map is injective as 
well. 1 
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